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seure and reliable operation of information systems. On the other handthe vulnerability of the systems is growing due to their inreasing size andomplexity. That trend is strengthened in partiular by the internet-baseddistribution, inter-system operation, and remote aessibility of modernsystems. In fat, the network tehnology enables new and important ap-pliations (e.g., e-ommere appliations). Nevertheless it is aompaniedwith various new threats. So, the distribution of funtions and the inter-operation of systems result in a wider spetrum of points of attak and ina broader range of possible attak e�ets sine there may be a large seriesof onneted omponents and even loally restrited attaks an poten-tially inuene all parts of a system as well as other ooperating systems.Moreover the internet aessibility of systems may be utilized by a growingommunity of attakers.Therefore an urgent needs for the seurity analysis and protetion ofnetwork-based distributed information systems exists with respet to theaudit of existing systems, to the introdution of ountermeasures, and tothe design of seure new systems. The analysis, however, is expensive andlaborious due to the heterogeneity and omplexity of the systems. Well-eduated speialists have to analyze the systems in detail under onsidera-tion of extensive reommendations and standards (e.g., in order to establishbaseline protetion [7℄ or to ertify the state of seurity [14, 20℄). Moreoverthey have to be aware of urrent developments and onsult rapidly growinginformation bases (e.g., inident notes, vulnerability notes, and advisories,f. [10℄).Many proedures for the analysis and design of seure systems were pro-posed already [3℄. Typially one passes | possibly under iterations |through a series of phases whih are devoted to following subtasks:� Identi�ation of the system, of its struture and its omponents,� valuation of the assets ontained in the system and de�nition of theseurity objetives,� identi�ation of weaknesses and threats,� assessment of resulting risks,� planning, design, and evaluation of suitable ountermeasures.Our approah also supports these tasks. In partiular, it failitates theseurity analysis, redues its expenses, and assures its quality by means of1



objet-oriented modeling tehniques. We apply graphial system models inform of objet lass and objet instane diagrams as they are de�ned in thewell-known Uni�ed Modeling Language approah [4℄. A speial interativetool provides modeling and analysis assistane.In our approah expensive human e�orts an onentrate on the �rst twophases, on the system identi�ation and on the de�nition of the seurityobjetives. For both purposes one develops and augments a graphiallyde�ned objet-oriented system model. The development is supported byinterative tool-funtions. Moreover, prede�ned lass libraries exist. Theysupply a suitable oneption for the arhiteture of models and provide forthe detailed de�nitions of the objet types needed.The other three phases are performed under substantial support of au-tomated tool funtions where the automation is enabled by the detailedstruture of the objet-oriented system model. The funtions evaluate thelass memberships, attribute values, and assoiation strutures of the objetinstanes of the model. Based on that information the funtions an iden-tify possible weaknesses and threats and introdue objet representationsof them into the model. In the next phase then these augmentations of themodel enable automated risk assessment support. Due to the assoiationsbetween threats and assets, the tool identi�es the risks automatially andguides their interative valuation. In the last phase the tool automatiallydetets where ountermeasures are of interest. It proposes ountermeasuresand their loation. Moreover it guides the interative valuation of theirosts. Further iterations of the phases an be employed for the re�nementof the model and for the analysis of residual risks.In more detail the automated tool funtions are based on enhanedobjet-oriented tehniques whih are employed in addition to graphialmodel desriptions and lass libraries:� Objet lasses de�ne seurity relevant attributes and assoiations.Moreover they de�ne methods for automated lass-spei� analysis andevaluation.� The lass libraries supply multiple lass hierarhies where eah hier-arhy is devoted to the modeling of speial aspets. In ombinationwith multiple inheritane that supports omfortable modeling underseparation of onerns.� By means of objet on�guration patterns reurring senarios are de-�ned, whih are used as starting points for speial automated analysis
and evaluation proedures.� For the automated re�nement and augmentation of models the ap-proah of graph rewriting systems is applied (e.g., [1℄). A ombina-tion of an objet on�guration pattern with an appliability onditionserves as enabling ondition of a transformation rule. A seond objeton�guration pattern de�nes the result.� Libraries of senarios and rewrite rules are supplied in addition to lasslibraries. They support the omfortable integration of known threatsenarios and ountermeasures.Moreover a set of interesting perspetives supplements the advantages ofour approah. So, general modeling oneptions as they are de�ned in se-urity erti�ation standards (e.g., Common Criteria [20℄ and ITSEC [14℄)an diretly be supported by means of orresponding lass libraries. Like-wise, one an represent inident notes, vulnerability notes, and advisoriesby objet pattern and rewrite rule libraries thus enabling their automatedtool-assisted onsideration during the analysis of speial systems. Further-more we study the introdution of a more abstrat model layer whih servesfor the representation of abstrat seurity poliies. Finally we should men-tion that objet-oriented system models an also be utilized to support theseond major task in the provision of seure systems, namely the properoperation and management of the seurity servies. With respet to this,[26℄ reports on an approah for the model-based management of �rewallon�gurations. The approah an be extended to the general managementof seurity servies. It an share tool funtions and system models with ourapproah. Therefore management funtions may eÆiently reuse analysisinformation. An integration of both approahes an result in a tehniquefor the analysis-based design of management proedures.In the sequel we �rstly give a short overview of related work, in partiularof other seurity analysis approahes. Thereafter we onentrate on thepriniples of our new approah and suessively enter into the di�erentphases of objet-oriented seurity analysis. For eah phase we disuss itsobjetives and funtions. We outline the orresponding modeling and toolsupport. Moreover we eluidate the appliation by means of the exampleof the small enterprise IT system proposed in [31℄.2



2 Seurity AnalysisEvaluating the assets of omputer systems, data, and networks, determin-ing the risks of maliious attaks on these assets, as well as suggestingsuitable ountermeasures against the attaks form an important �eld of re-searh sine the early seventies. Baskerville delineates three generations ofseurity analysis methods [3℄. The �rst generation are methods based onheklists. Here, a system is srutinized for the existene of every oneiv-able ountermeasure by means of a heklist. If a ountermeasure is notavailable, its neessity is examined by means of a risk analysis where therisk for an asset is alulated from the asset's value and the likelihood ofa suessful attak (e.g. [13℄). Examples of the heklist-based method areSAFE [22℄, the Computer Seurity Handbook [19℄, and AFIPS [5℄. Toolsbased on this method omprise [2, 6, 8, 17, 18, 30, 33℄. The main drawbakof this generation is the informal and non-strutured way of analysis whihis hardly salable to more omplex omputer systems.This weakness is addressed by the seond generation of seurity analysismethods whih is alled mehanisti engineering method [3℄. This methodfous on identifying and solving detailed funtion system requirements fa-ilitating the redution of a omplex system analysis into easier manageablesystem requirement examinations. In partiular, system assets, threats onthe assets, and ountermeasures against these threats are identi�ed andevaluated onseutively. Thereafter a risk analysis is performed depend-ing on whih suitable ountermeasures are seleted and implemented. Thismethod was introdued by Parker [28℄ and Fisher [16℄. A well-known toolis CRAMM (e.g., [11℄) provided by the UK Government. Here, in a �rststep examiners srutinize a omputer system for its assets by means ofstrutured heklist-based interviews with the system owners. Based onthe results CRAMM develops further questionnaires for determining thethreats on the assets whih have to be �lled by interviewing the systemowners, too. In a third step, the existing ountermeasures of a systemare delineated by further heklists. Based on the results, CRAMM �nallysuggests suitable ountermeasures. Other tools based on mehanisti engi-neering are RISKPAC [12℄, BDSS [27℄, and CBISA [15℄. While these toolsare useful even for very omplex systems, the omplexity of the analysisproess urges for expensive seurity expert teams performing the examina-tions. Moreover, due to the isolation of the seurity-based system analysisfrom the funtional design proess, eah major system modi�ation allsfor a omplete new seurity analysis.

The third generation of so-alled logial transformational systems intendsto overome these shortomings by introduing abstrat modeling of sys-tems and seurity-related requirements. An abstrat model forms the basisfor the introdution of suitable problem-solutions whih are elaborated bymodel modi�ations. Finally, the abstrat solutions are re�ned to imple-mentable ountermeasures. The extension SSADM of the tool CRAMM [9℄is an early solution of this idea. Here, abstrat spei�ations of a system, itsproblems, the seurity requirements, and possible tehnial options are de-veloped in parallel to the CRAMM interviews. The reviewing proess andthe reation of questionnaires are guided by the spei�ations. Anotherapproah is Baskerville's logial ontrol design method [2℄ where relevantassets of a system and the threats to them are modeled in a proess-likeway and olleted in a ditionary. Depending on the threats for eah pro-ess ross-referenes to speial proesses modeling ountermeasures are setwhih are guiding the system implementation. More reent approahes on-entrate on formal modeling of proesses and requirements. For instane,Kienzle and Wulf propose the use of hierarhial organized trees whih arealled Methodially Organized Argument Trees (MOAT) as a method to as-sess seurity of omputer systems [21℄. In a �rst step seurity requirementsare de�ned whih form MOAT roots. In subsequent steps the leaves of aMOAT desribing unjusti�ed assumptions are re�ned resp. deomposedinto subgoals or alternatives. Thereafter the leaves are justi�ed either byformal veri�ation or by informal plausibility heks aording to the riskfor the modeled requirement. A similar method is the harmonizer approahof Leiwo and Zheng [25℄. Here, the seurity requirements of a ompany aremodeled formally by tuples eah stating a pair of organization elements, aommuniation between the elements, rules for the messages via the han-nel, an algorithm proteting the messages, and parameters governing thealgorithm. Moreover, the system ontains so-alled harmonization fun-tions whih reate, delete, or modify a tuple depending on the existing setof tuples. The seurity analysis is performed by iterative appliation ofharmonization funtions on an initial set of requirement tuples.A major drawbak of these approahes is that they root in abstrat re-quirement desriptions. Thus they support the development of seure sys-tems but are hardly suitable to the analysis of existing systems. This weak-ness is addressed by the Risk Data Repository (RDR) approah of Kwokand Longley [24℄ whih enters on supporting seurity oÆers to maintainexisting systems. The RDR onsists of various domains desribing relevantelements of a omputer system, mappings between domains, and ounter-3



measure diagrams. An existent system is modeled by parameterizing RDRentries based on a hypertext system [23℄. Thereafter the ountermeasurediagrams are used to delineate threats on systems elements and to suggestsuitable ountermeasures.Our approah of objet-oriented seurity analysis an be lassi�ed as athird generation system sine it applies abstrat modeling, model-basedanalysis, and logial transformation. While the existing approahes arebased on lassial data base and information system tehniques like di-tionaries, data repositories, relation tables, and deision trees, we applyexpliit objet-oriented modeling and enhaned objet-oriented tehniques.The tool support adopts the oneptions of typial objet-oriented designtools whih are well-established in the �eld of omputer-aided software engi-neering and support the omfortable interative design of graphial modelde�nitions (.f. e.g., the Argo tool [32℄). In fat, our tool reuses open-soure modules of the Argo projet. While we did not �nd referenes toother objet-oriented seurity analysis approahes, we have to mention, thatthe general idea of using objet-oriented modeling and graphial system di-agrams is not new. Partiularly the onluding remarks of [23℄ end withthe statement \The objet-oriented paradigm will be more suitable for theseurity models of large organizations".3 System identi�ationUML-based objet-oriented modeling [4℄ is performed in a series of steps.Under utilization of UML lass diagrams, at �rst the modular struture of asystem is modeled by design of a hierarhy of lasses and links between thelasses like assoiations, aggregations, or inheritane. These models formthe basis for speifying objets and objet relations whih are desribed byUML objet diagrams. Objets are instantiated from the lasses and therelations between objets omply with the lass links. In subsequent steps,the system behavior, i.e., the internal objets behavior and the interationsbetween objets are modeled using mainly UML state hart, sequene, andollaboration diagrams. Sine a seurity analysis fouses mainly on thestruture of a system, our approah onentrates on desribing the systemlasses, objets, and their links.In order to failitate the desription of systems, we already provide a setof lasses desribing relevant system parts (i.e., the UML lass diagram inFig. 1). A basi lass Asset reets that every part of a omputer system isa potential asset itself. From Asset urrently four sublasses are inherited
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Figure 1: UML lass diagram of basi system lassesdesribing omputer networks, stations, data, and appliations. Assoi-ations between these lasses state their relations. A station stores data,exeutes appliations, and is onneted with a network while an appliationaesses data and ooperates with other appliations. From these sublassesmore speialized sublasses are inherited. For instane, database lients andservers may be desribed by the lasses DB-Client-SW and DB-Server-SWwhih are inherited from Appliation. Sine lass links are inherited due tothe inheritane relation, these two lasses an be linked by the assoiationooperates with. Moreover, one an use multiple inheritane for de�nition ofsublasses whih own properties of various lasses. For instane, the lassDB-Server models a database server onsisting of both, the data storageand the server software. Therefore this lass inherits the lasses Appliationand Data.A system to be analyzed is modeled by objets instantiated from theselasses and objet relations based on the lass assoiations. As an examplewe use a omputer system typially used by small enterprises as delineatedin [31℄. The system onsists of a small number of PC-Clients, a PC-Server,and a printer whih are onneted by an ethernet LAN. The PC-Serveralso has a diret link to the Internet. The business funtions of this systeminlude various database related ations like the storage and proessing ofustomer sales, administration, and �nanial a�airs. The ommuniation4



Figure 2: UML objet diagram of a small enterprise subsystemrelated funtions onsist of loal lient server ooperation as well as internetaess. In partiular, the system provides a ompany web server used byustomers for e-ommere.The spei�ation of the small enterprise omputer system was developedusing the graphial drag-and-drop funtions of the ARGO-based tool. Fig. 2is a sreenshot outlining the objet diagram of an example subsystem keptsmall for the sake of simpliity. It ontains a PC-server and a PC-Clientwhih are modeled by the objets Server and Client. These objets are in-stantiated from desendants of lass Station. The ethernet LAN onnetingthe two stations is spei�ed by an objet LAN of the lass Network. Thesubsystem also ontains a database system onsisting of the set of data aswell as the server and lient appliations. These elements are spei�ed bythe objetsDB (lass Data Base), DBServerApp (lassDB-Server-SW), andDBClientApp (lass DB-Client-SW). The assoiations exeutes and storeslink the elements to partiular stations while their internal relations are
modeled by the assoiations ooperates and aesses. Moreover, the inter-net aess of the server is spei�ed as well. Besides the objet Internet oflass Network the subsystem desription ontains a remote Internet Sta-tion INetServer and a WWW-Server WebServer. Furthermore, the lientexeutes a WebBrowser whih ooperates diretly with the remote WWW-Server.4 Valuation of assetsAfter modeling relevant system parts, the protetion requirements for theseassets have to be determined. Two di�erent methods to evaluate an assetfor its degree of protetion are ommon. At �rst, one an deide the oststo repair an asset attaked suessfully. At seond, one an de�ne seu-rity levels depending on the extent of damage by an attak. For instane,in [7℄ four seurity levels maximum, high, moderate, and low are de�ned.The level maximum shall be assigned to an asset if its failure \leads tototal ollapse of the institution or has serious onsequenes for large partof the soiety or industry". Failures of assets rated to level high lead tomalfuntioning of entral areas of the attaked institution whih results ina onsiderable disruption of the institution itself or third parties. The useof the seurity level moderate is reommended if the damage auses nor-mal disruption while attaks on assets of level low result only in a minordisruption of an institution. Moreover, for eah seurity level [7℄ outlinesreommendations with regard to the general aspets of data serey, or-retness of information, and downtime of systems. Our seurity analysisapproah urrently uses these four seurity levels.Nevertheless, the assignment of a single valuation to an asset is not suf-�ient sine the degree of damage depends on the kind of attak (f. [24℄).For instane, if an enterprise seures ruial data by a apable bak-up sys-tem but fails to store them enrypted, the removal from the data is onlyof minor harm sine they an easily be restored. Wiretapping, however,may ause signi�ant damage sine the thief has no problem to interpretthe information ontained in the data. Therefore, like [7℄ our approah usesseparate seurity levels for the on�dentiality, integrity, and availability ofan asset.In the objet-oriented system model, seurity levels are assigned by ini-tializing objet attributes. As skethed in Fig. 3, the basi lass Asset on-tains three attributes on�dentiality, integrity, and availability eah spei-fying a seurity level. The possible values of the attributes are maximum,5



Asset

confidentiality : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

integrity : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

availability : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

setConfidentiality (v : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}): void

setIntegrity (v : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}): void

setAvailability (v : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}): void

getConfidentiality (): {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

getIntegrity (): {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

getAvailability (): {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}Figure 3: Seurity level related attributes and methods of basi lass Assethigh, moderate, and low stating the seleted seurity level while the valueno is assigned if no protetion requirement is intended. Besides these at-tributes, Asset ontains methods for writing and reading them. Sine thelass is an anestor of all other system element lasses, the attributes andmethods are available in every objet modeling a system asset.In the subsystem of the small enterprise example (f. Fig. 2) we evaluatedthe station Server whih stores and maintains the relevant business data asruial hardware omponent of the ompany. As a major damage of thissystem auses signi�ant disruption, we rate the seurity level high to thethree seurity aspets on�dentiality, integrity, and availability. In ontrast,the Client and the LAN are less important for the enterprise. Thus, theyare assigned with the level moderate. The Internet and the remote internethost are not evaluated in this analysis and therefore rated with the levelno. Sine the data base DB is assumed to be important for the enterprise,we evaluated the three seurity aspets eah with the level high. The database lient and server appliations as well as the web browser are standardsoftware produts whih an be restored easily. Sine, moreover, it is onlyavailable as mahine ode, its on�dentiality and availability levels are ratedlow. With respet to integrity, however, these assets are more vulnerable.For instane, a virus infetion may threat signi�ant system parts as theserver or the data base and also ustomer omputers. Thus, the integrityof these systems are rated with the seurity level high.5 Identi�ation of weaknesses and threatsThe preeding two phases have identi�ed the system with respet to itsdiret onstituents, their values and their relations. Now we want to om-
plement the system model by representations of the existing threats sineorganizational shortomings, human failures, tehnial failures, deliberateats, and fore majeur may have negative impats on assets of the sys-tem. We have to onsider that persons and groups of persons | so-alledprinipals | exist who an inuene the system. In partiular, besides ofusers, asset owners, and administrators there are attakers who originatedeliberate at based threats.The objet-oriented modeling reets that by means of two objet lasshierarhies. Sublasses of lass Prinipal orrespond to the di�erent types ofpersons, sublasses of Threat represent the relevant types of shortomings,failures, attaks, and inidents. Moreover assoiations between prinipalsand assets are introdued modeling e.g., that an owner owns an asset, thata user aesses a resoure, or that an attaker misuses an appliation.In that setting the threat identi�ation shall result in an augmentationof the system model by threat objets, prinipal objets, and assoiationswhih model relevant threats. In general not all threats are relevant toall assets of a system. Rather a threat is relevant only if a weakness existswhih provides for a suitable point of attak. Therefore threat identi�ationoinides with weakness identi�ation and we an utilize the observationthat weaknesses orrespond to the ourrene of ertain subsystems withinthe system. In the simplest ase already the existene of one objet of aertain type implies a weakness, e.g., the ourrene of an open networkomes along with diret eavesdropping opportunities for network based at-takers. In the more omplex ases some possible interrelations betweendi�erent objets of a subsystem form the weaknesses, e.g., a network-basedattaker may misuse a network in order to gain ontrol over a station. Hethen may misuse this station for an integrity attak on data stored in aonneted asset.To enable tool-assisted automated threat identi�ation we representweaknesses by those objet on�guration patterns whih apply to the orre-sponding subsystem on�gurations. The patterns are represented by objetinstane diagrams. With respet to our example, Fig. 4 depits a patternwhere one prinipal has a misuse station assoiation with a station. Thestation exeutes an appliation whih ooperates with another appliationinstalled on a seond station. The pattern implies the weakness that theprinipal who misuses the �rst station may also misuse the seond sta-tion sine he may �nd a way to gain ontrol on the seond station via thetwo ooperating appliations. The senario whih diretly represents theresulting misuse assoiation between the prinipal and the seond station6



Figure 4: Weakness pattern
Figure 5: Result patternagain an be represented by means of an objet on�guration pattern. Thepattern is shown in Fig. 4. We note that both patterns form a pair in thesense that the �rst pattern triggers the detetion of a threat and the seondpattern douments a possible e�et of this threat. Moreover we note thatthe seond pattern an ontain subsystems whih an ontribute to furtherthreats. So, in the example of Fig. 5 we �nd the prinipal now misusingthe seond station diretly. If for instane an appliation on this stationooperates with a further appliation on a third station, again the patternof Fig. 4 an apply. In that way threat identi�ation and e�et doumen-tation an be performed repeatedly in order to grasp all indiret threats,too.

Figure 6: Result of the detetion of LAN-based threatsThe proedure of repeatedly identifying triggering pattern ourrenesin a model and transforming the model in aordane with result patterns,an be implemented by means of a graph transformation system (f. [1℄).A transformation system is de�ned by a set of transformation rules. Eahrule onsists of a pattern pair, i.e., a triggering pattern and a result pat-tern. Moreover a rule an be augmented by an appliation ondition andby e�et funtions. The appliation ondition refers to properties of theinput pattern ourrene. It guards the transformation whih an only beapplied if the ondition is evaluated to true. The e�et funtions de�nehow attribute values in the resulting pattern ourrene depend on valuesof the input pattern ourrene. In that way one an represent even subtletriggering on�gurations and result augmentations.Applying these priniples we developed libraries of transformation ruleolletions whih orrespond with the di�erent types of threats. Further-more the analysis tool implements funtions for the inlusion of transfor-mation rule olletions and for the repeated appliation of the rules. Thus,7



after inlusion of the neessary transformation rules the tool automatiallylooks for possible rule appliations and - under exeution of the transforma-tions - augments the model by threat representations. Fig. 6 exempli�es theaugmentation. It depits an intermediate state of the threat analysis of thesmall enterprise system shown in Fig. 2. The analysis has deteted somethreats whih may be originated by ompany internal attakers or mali-ious internet users. Fig. 6 douments that attakers may misuse the LAN,the lient station and lient-side appliations. These misuses ause variouson�dentiality, integrity, and availability threats on the lient and serverdata resp. appliations. For instane, the asset DB of the small enterprisesubsystem is vulnerable to an eavesdropping attak from an internet-basedintruder.Graph rewriting is also used to assess the likelihood of misusing or at-taking assets. In order to add attributes to assoiation links, the UMLo�ers speial assoiation lasses whih are linked to assoiations by a spe-ial link attribute (f. [4℄). We introdue the assoiation lass Threat whihan be linked to assoiations desribing threats on assets. Class Misuseis a desendant of Threat and is linked to assoiations stating a misuse ofa system part. Both lasses ontain an attribute likelihood desribing theprobability of an attak on or misuse of an asset using the �ve values max-imum, high, moderate, low, and no. Some likelihoods of threats have to beassessed manually by the analyst. Others, however, an be alulated bythe tool. For instane, the probability of an attak on an asset proteted bya safeguard depends on the level of protetion (introdued below in Se. 7)provided by the safeguard.6 Risk assessmentAording to Courtney [13℄ a risk to an asset depends on the valuation of theasset and the likelihood of an attak on it. In our approah this orrespondsto the seurity level of the asset (f. Se. 4) and the level of likelihood ofa maliious attak (f. Se. 5). A risk to an asset is modeled by an objetof the lass Risk. As delineated in Fig. 7, this lass ontains an attributevalue desribing the risk level as well as methods for providing the aess tothis attribute. For the sake of simpliity we use the values maximum, high,moderate, low, and no for desribing risk values, too. Risk is assoiatedwith three lasses. The �rst lass is Asset modeling the assessed asset. Aseond lass is the assoiation lass Threat whih desribes the threat onthe asset and the third lassMisuse spei�es the kind of misuse the threat is

Risk

value : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

setValue (v : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}): void

getValue (): {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

Confidentiality Risk

Integrity Risk

Availability Risk

Asset Threat Misuse

PrincipalFigure 7: UML lass diagram of the lass Risk and its linksbased on. Sine the risk values may di�er depending on the kind of threats,three sublasses Con�dentiality Risk, Integrity Risk, and Availability Riskare inherited from Risk.In a �rst assessment step our tool adds instanes of the risk sublassesto the system desription by graph rewriting. If, for instane, a pattern ofan asset objet, a threat objet instantiated from a desendant of Con�-dentiality Threat, a maliious prinipal, and a misuse objet are linked, aninstane of Con�dentiality Risk is reated and assoiations to the patternobjets are generated. Thereafter the tool determines the risk value basedon the seurity level and the likelihoods of the threat and misuse objets.Overall likelihood of attakSeurity level maximum high moderate low nomaximum maximum maximum high moderate nohigh maximum high moderate low nomoderate high moderate low low nolow moderate low low no nono no no no no noTable 1: Matrix for alulating risk values8



At �rst, the overall likelihood of attak is alulated as the minimum of thethreat and misuse likelihoods. This reets that an intruder must be ableto misuse a system part for an attak as well as to attak the asset aftergaining aess to the system part. Afterwards, the risk level is alulatedfrom the overall likelihood and the seurity level of the asset aordingto the matrix outlined in Tab. 1. Risk objets with the value no are re-moved. Finally, the seurity analyst examines the risk objets and deletesthe objets if the risks are onsidered aeptable. The tool supports alsostrategies to remove risk objets automatially. For instane, the analystmay request the tool to remove any on�dentiality risk if the risk level isnot higher than moderate and the risk is based on eavesdropping attakson data. Strategy depending disards are performed by graph rewriting aswell. If all risk objets are deleted after the assessment and examinationproess, the seurity analysis is �nished as the risk to the assets is assumedaeptable and the system is onsidered as suÆiently seure.In our subsystem example the objet DB modeling a data base is linkedwith three on�dentiality risk objets sine the model ontains an objetof lass Eavesdrop Threat and three misuse objets. The station Serveran be misused for an attak on DB either by diret aess, by abusinga ooperating appliation, or by remote aess from the LAN or Internet.The on�dentiality seurity level of DB is high (f. Se. 4). The likelihoodof eavesdropping is onsidered maximum sine data is not proteted by anauthentiation system and therefore is vulnerable to every station user. Dueto a ertain amount of trust in the employees and visitors of the enterprisethe likelihood of misusing the server diretly is onsidered moderate. Sinethe data base retrieval software, however, enables the transmission of datato Client whih due to its internet aess is an easier hostage, the likelihoodof misuse by a ooperating appliation is assumed as high. Due to theinternet onnetion the hane of a remote station misuse is also ratedhigh. Thus, two on�dentiality risk objets are assigned to the risk levelhigh and one to the level moderate. As the high risk of eavesdroppingessential business data is not aeptable, the analysis has to be ontinued.7 Countermeasure introdutionAfter risk assessment the seurity analysis proeeds to the seletion of suit-able ountermeasures in order to redue the risk of attaks against relevantassets. In our approah safeguards are modeled by objets of the lassCountermeasure (f. Fig. 8). This lass ontains attributes to desribe the

Countermeasure

costs : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

confidentiality : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

integrity : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

availability : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}

setCosts (v : {maximum,high,moderate,low,no}): void
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Figure 8: UML lass diagram of the lass Countermeasure and some de-sendantsost of deploying the ountermeasure and the levels of protetion the safe-guard provides with respet to on�dentiality, integrity, and availability.Like other lass attributes, they use the values maximum, high, moderate,low, and no. An assoiation protets links ountermeasure objets to theproteted asset. Countermeasure is an anestor of several lasses desribingspei� safeguards like a password authentiation system. Using multipleinheritane these lasses are also desendants of sublasses of Asset likeAppliation or Data. Moreover, the ost and protetion level attributes arealready assigned with initial values.The tool provides graph rewriting rules in order to suggest ountermea-sures against threats. At �rst, for eah safeguard whih is appropriateagainst a threat the orresponding objet is reated and linked to the pro-teted asset. Thereafter the tool ompares the safeguards with respet totheir degrees of protetion and their osts. All ountermeasures are dis-arded the protet values of whih are lower than the risk levels of theasset. If no ountermeasures remain, the orresponding asset annot be9



guarded aordingly. If there are more than one ountermeasure left, theleast expensive is seleted and the others are removed. As ountermeasuresare also desendants of the lass Asset, they own Attributes desribing theiron�dentiality, integrity, and availability related seurity levels (f. Se. 4).In a third step these attributes are initialized in dependene on the risklevels, protetion values, and the seurity levels of the proteted asset.After seleting ountermeasures, the extended system has to be analyzedas well sine a safeguard itself may be a target of a maliious attak whihonsequently leads to a severe risk of the proteted asset, too. Therefore afurther iteration of the seurity analysis will be performed (f. Se. 5).In our example subsystem the risk of an eavesdropping attak on thedata base DB was alulated as high. A suitable ountermeasure is the in-trodution of an aess ontrol system and an authentiation system. Theauthentiation system seures that a prinipal is the person he pretends tobe. The aess ontrol system limits the aess on data or appliations onlyto a ertain group of persons. As possible authentiation systems the toolsuggests a password system, a smart ard based system, and a biometriauthentiation system. The password system o�ers only moderate prote-tion sine passwords an be raked quite easily. In ontrast, a smart ardbased system with PINs (and possibly TANs) an hardly be deeived andtherefore is rated high. Finally, suitable biometri systems o�er maximumprotetion. At �rst, the tool deletes the password system sine its pro-tetion with respet to on�dentiality is lower than the on�dentiality risklevel of the asset DB. Thereafter the smart ard based system is seletedsine it is heaper than the biometri system. Likewise, for aess ontrola disretionary aess ontrol system is hosen. Fig. 9 outlines the ex-tended subsystem ontaining the authentiation and aess ontrol systemstogether with assoiated data �les. Finally, the seurity levels of the fournew omponents are seleted. Sine they protet a data base of seuritylevel high, their own seurity levels are also rated with high.8 ConlusionThe preeding desription of our approah and in partiular the exampleused there applies to medium grain system models. They represent themajor building bloks and asset aggregations of distributed informationsystems. The size of the model grains reets the needs of the pratialseurity analysis of urrent systems whih onsist of relatively large om-ponents. In fat many future information systems will be omposed from
Figure 9: Small enterprise subsystem with authentiation and aess ontrolsystemsso-alled software omponents as they are supported by omponent modelsand appliation server platforms (e.g., CORBA 3 [29℄). The software om-ponents are of di�erent size, many of them will be of signi�antly smallersize than urrent major building bloks. The omponents will be suppliedby di�erent vendors and be o�ered on an open omponent market. Theinformation systems will employ a dynamially hanging set of softwareomponents and various relevant interrelations between omponents exist.With respet to those software omponent based systems therefore the are-ful seurity analysis has to be based on more �ne-grained models. They10
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